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In the meantime a very statesmanlike step was taken
by President'Kennedy and Prime Minister Macmillan of the
United Kingdom when they appealed to the Soviet Premier on
September 3 in the following words :

t'The President of the United States of America and
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom propose to Chairman
Khrushahov that their three governments agree, effective
immediately, not to conduct nuclear tests which tak e
place in the atmosphere and produoe radioactive fall-out .
Their aim in this proposal is to protect mankind from
the increasing hazards from atmospheric pollution and to
contribute to the reduction of international tensions .

"They urge Chairman Khrushohov to cable his immediate
acceptance of,this offer and his cessation of further
atmospheric tAsts .

"They further urge that their representatives at
Geneva meet not later than September 9 to record this
agreement and report It to the United Nationso They
sincerely hope that the UeS .SaR . .will accept this offer ,
which remains open for the period indicated .

"They point out that,with regard to atmospheric
testing,the United States and the United Kingdom are
,prepared to rely upon existing means of detection, which
they believe to bd adequate, and are not suggesting
additional controls . But they reaffirm their serious
desire to conclude a nuclear test-ban treaty applicable
to other forms of testing as well, and-regret that the
U.S .S .R . has blocked such an agreement . «

As yet there has been no reply to that appeal, and I
am sure I speak for all members of the House when I say that
we still hope Premier Khrushohov will agree to the proposal
which has been made ,

In my opinion, .e the great tragedy of 1961 has been•
that Soviet-leaders have not understood or have ignored .the
fact that President Kennedy and his top advisers have, from
the start of their administration, genuinely desired to bring
about a reduction in world tension. We know that for a fact
because of our contacts with these United States leaders .

For Canadians it is so important at this time not to
add fuel to the flames with the world hovering on the brink of
a nuclear war . We must do our utmost to_help to reduce tension,
and the Government has been doing that during the recent very
serious weeks, We must not lose our heads but must-show Canadian
common sense . Common sense is one of the finest qualities i n
the Canadian character, and now is the time to remember this and
to show that common sense in our talk and in our actions .


